ATM Sex (Essay Series)

ATM SEX is a furious collection of
satirical sketches and fearless social
commentary that manages to skewer
everyone and everything under the sun,
often employing the absurd lingo of
advertising. It makes fun of the doomed
dysfunctional interplay between the sexes,
and kicks the ass of our crackpot lifestyles,
hysterical consumerism, and overreliance
on technogeekery and media-drooling,
which are supposed to solve our pathetic
lives dominated by tragic consumerism,
arrogant gadget-diddling, and rampant
narcissism. In Alan Lord, we have finally
found an unapologetic un-Canadian
over-the-topper, willing to throttle the
myriad squawkboxes of our out-of-control
dumbed-down zeitgeist.
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